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Objective:

Develop an understanding of abstract art and Jackson
Pollock.
Develop fine and gross motor skills.
Create an understanding of murals.

Key words:

Abstract Art, Jackson Pollock, paint, mural, primary colors and
secondary colors

Materials:

Three empty spray bottles
Liquid watercolor paint or watered down tempera paint
(red, yellow and blue)
Mural Paper (large paper on the roll) preferably white
Workspace outside
Newspaper for the floor
Tape or tacks depending on the wall

Instructions:
1- Look up Jackson Pollock on your computer or
in books. Show the children his work and talk to
them about his art. Look a bit more for other
abstract art and discuss the images you find with
your children. Using Jackson Pollock as a reference, ask your child to pretend they are abstract
artists.
2- Using the empty spray bottles, fill each with
one color of paint. Use the primary colors, red,
yellow and blue. This will allow color changes to
occur on the mural spontaneously. Secondary
colors will be created, green, orange and purple.
3- Attach a large piece of mural paper to a wall
outside.
4- Lay newspaper on the floor in front of the
mural paper.
For more lesson, activities
and coloring pages visit:

5- Next, allow your child to have a blast spraying
the colors all over the mural paper.
6- Encourage them to cover the entire paper,
watch the drips, the overlapping colors and what
the splattered paint may create all on its own.
7- To create a different look, paint can also be put
into water guns and then sprayed onto the mural,
yarn can be dipped into the paint and dragged
across as well. It is also fun to have two or more
children work on the same mural.
8- Once the mural is done, display it somewhere
in the house or school. Kids love to see their
work on display, it creates a sense of pride. Have
fun and get messy!
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Magnificent Messy
Mural

